Unsteady state flow and stagnation in distribution systems affect the biological stability of drinking water.
The effects of water stagnation and flushing on the biological stability of drinking water were studied by promoting the formation of biofilms under continuous flow (turbulent or laminar) and subsequently subjecting them to unsteady hydraulic situations. Independently of the flow regime under which the biofilm was formed, stagnation promoted bacterial accumulation, either in attached or suspended form, which were carried away in higher numbers when flow was re-started, thereby compromising its biological quality. In all cases, Betaproteobacteria was the dominant phylogenetic group, although Gamma and Alpha subclasses were also present. These results suggest that special attention should be given to the biological quality of drinking water where consumption is subjected to strongly variable demands such as in seasonal hotels, week-end houses or dental clinics after week-ends as abnormal changes may have occurred in the microbiological parameters. Moreover, this study showed that the cultivable bacterial numbers are not related to those of total bacteria and, thus, should not be the basis for the routine tests of bacteriological control in these systems.